Research Agenda for H. Joey Gray, Ph.D.

I. Wii Fit

A. Wii-Fit: A New Way to Exercise for Women.
   1. Manuscript and conference presentation preparations.
   2. Design for secondary study with longer intervention period and new Wii-Fit games.

B. From Couch Potatoes to ‘Virtual Athletes’: Utilizing the Wii Fit to Combat Obesity in Youth.
   1. Manuscript preparations.
   2. Design for secondary study with longer intervention period and Dance Dance Revolution (DDR).

C. Seeking external funding for Wii-Fit studies with the community and public schools

II. Audio Book

A. Audio Books as a Learning Tool.
   1. Revised study, secondary data analysis.

B. Planning recording for a new book with professional artist

C. Design for secondary study with new audio recording and expand to universities around the country

D. Seeking external funding for audio book research